
5/2/12 - Research results  
 
Have you had any foundation work done and if so, what company did you 
use? Were you happy with the results? 
 
Haltom City - Ram Jack -  expensive but very pleased with the result 
*** 
Poteet - Used Ram Jack and was satisfied, however very expensive 
*** 
Denison - Ram Jack - OK 
*** 
Overton - Power Lift Foundation Repair, Plano, TX---Yes, good work. 
*** 
New Boston - We used Power Lift and they are great.  
*** 
El Campo - Power Lift they have done great work for EL Campo over the last 7-10 years 
*** 
Clifton - We had foundation work done. It was done by Powerlift Foundation Repair. 
They are expensive, but do a good job. 
*** 
Groesbeck - we did use Olshan to do some foundation repair on one building and we 
were not pleased at all.  We ended up having to pay another vender to level the interior 
floor and re-tile the living room.  
*** 
Grapevine - Yes, we used Olshan Foundation Repair.  We have been happy with the 
work.  They had to come back after about 10 years on the office but it was covered 
under the original work. 
*** 
La Grange - Currently having foundation work done.  Using Olshan out of Austin/San 
Antonio.  Very happy so far with the work.  Is not cheap. 
*** 
Abilene - In July of 2007 ABRY Brothers leveled the floors in one of our E.W. Williams 
units setting 14 piers in the unit.  Their work was considered exemplary and came with a 
lifetime foundation warranty (a certificate was issued by the company to this effect). 
*** 
Huntsville - Yes, Abry Brothers out of Houston.  Very pleased.  
*** 
 
Yoakum -   Advanced Foundation - even though warranty - when you call them back 
they say it isn't warranty work and want to charge 
DuWest - very pleased - come back on warranty work without a problem etc 
 *** 
Mabank - Yes: Jonas Foundation Repair in Payne Springs 903-432-2511. Did an 
excellant job at very reasonable price 
*** 
Cooper - PowerJack..so good so far.  



*** 
Killeen - Getting ready to - using Concrete Design Solutions out of Moody- will let you 
know the results.  
*** 
Tenaha - I had foundation work done in March, 2012 by David Fallin of Pro Level Plus, 
Inc. of Tenaha, Texas and I am very pleased.  
*** 
Rogers - Centex , so far  
*** 
Rising Star - We called Abilene Foundation Repair out to inspect one of our units. They 
came out to inspect the damages and referred us to a plumber to do a hydrostatic water 
test to check for a leak. The plumber found the leak under the adjoining unit and 
repaired it. Abilene Foundation Repair came back out to inspect unit again and 
recommended that we wait 2 or 3 months until the ground was completely dry before 
they did any work because once it was dry it might correct the problem on it's own. They 
made 2 trips of at least 55 miles one way and didn't charge us anything!! As of this date, 
we have not had to have any work done. 
*** 
Elgin - Brown Foundation Repair, in process now, final results not in yet. 
*** 
Mt. Pleasant - Doyle Black out of Mount Pleasant did the work.  Satisfactory. 
*** 
Caddo Mills -  Hargrave foundation repair. Wylie Texas 
 
 
 


